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A

s always at this time of year, the big event in t,he flying

As

always, too, it was an enterprising Show, exciting and exhilarating, an

affair of gleami'ng motors and
Yol XXI No 10

world has been the

Farnborough Show of the Society of British Aircraft Constructors.
sc~eaming

jets.

Blit at least one small voice was

heard to ask' Where are the gliders? Don't we build any? '
Where was the' Eon Olympia' ; the champion' Sky,' the little' Skylark,'

Editor:

and the other runners from the SIi,ogsby stable? Per,haps there are. questions of

VERONiCA PLATT

expense, or high policy we know nothing about, but how grand it would have been
Asst. 'Editor:

if .hat vast public could have watched and enjoyed

RONAtD BISHOP

of a SILENT aerobatic display.

11

little light

~elief

complicated and increasingly expensive. both to build and maintain.

'Editorl..1
..nd
Advertisement Offices:

in the form

Aircraft with engines are getting Increasing,ly
We foresee

the day when the general public will no more think of flying it.s 'own aircraft than
of offering to captain the Queen Mary. If we are to keep people air-minded as

8, Lower Belcra'le Street

su€cessfully as they have been kept small-boat-mind'ed, we must give them some-

London SWl

thing simple and cheap

PHONE: StC 7287

~o

mess about in. something they can afford to buy or build

for themselves and can maintain in reasonable condition without too much interThe Sailplane and Glide, is published on the
5th of every month, Pri~e Two Shillings per
copy; 251. 6d., per year posted. Advertising
Rates on appliciltion.
Published for the licenc~el, Glider Press Ltd.,
by the Rolls House Publishing Co., Ltd,.
.nd printed by The Mendip Press. Ltd,. London
.nd 8.th.

ference.
Here we come up against safety regulations, of course. Well, perhaps they
are too stri,ngent after all. Nobody inspects your dinghy to see if it leaks, nobody
stops you setting out in a canoe to cross the Channel; If you are fool enough to do
it without proper precautions that is your own fault. The trouble is that we a.re
not yet suffiCiently air-minded to take the hazards of flying as mat-ter-of-factly as
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mOre ,on the personal factor than on the aircraft. T'raining and experience are what
makes the difference between a safe pilot and an unsafe one. We must ,concentrate
all our efforts on first-class instruction and on cheap flying.

How shall we set

3

about it ?

6

shortage of cash. There does seem to be a part solution o[ this in England by

One of the problems that most bedevil a Cl'ub is the eternal question of

8

means of ,the Covenant system. Two Societies this past week have sent out forms
to their members suggesting that they should pay their annual subscription by

1G

means of a seven-year Covenant. The membeF's share of the subscription remains

13

the same as before byt the Income Tax paid on that amount can be recovered by the

14

Society. This can of course only be done where it does not benefit the member

15

directly., but perhaps by these means One might be able to benefit one's. Club?

16
19
20
21

An increased income might enable a Club to pay for the upkeep of one more sailplane and se benefit all the members by giving them more opportunity to keep in
training. It becomes in fact a kind of Government subsidy towards the <lost of
"unning a Gliding Club. At a.ny rate. it is a suggestion worth enquiring into, for
it would give at least a temporary relief.

24

Cover Photo:
Soaring at LipPSladt, rf-'estphalia, GermarJY.
D. H. Utois.

We shall be gratefu for any other ideas from 'our readers for anything that
can br1ing down the cost of flying training or help people to fly more hours for
less, money; only by cheap flying can we keep up'" high standard of pilotage.
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'HKS- I
The First German Sailplane with
a Lanlinar Flow Wing Section
Teclmicat Data :Span
V.'ing area
Weight empty
''''eight loaded
Sweep, forward at 30% chord
Dihedral angle of the wings,
. upper surface

I N choice
view

By KARLHEINZ KENSCHE
63 feet.
200 sq. feet.
approx.
705 lb.
approx. 1,14;) lb.
-0

t..>.
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of our present economic situation, the
of the equipment for successful gliding
activities needs careful consideration. Our sailplane
designers are fuUy aware of this situation, although
there is no organised development. There is evidently
a limitation to the tremendous variety of new ideas,
and that is at the point where it reasonable price can
still he maintained with the conventional methods
of construction.
Roughly speaking, this limit
appears to be at a gliding angle of I in 27. Experience
with a few designs showed that a gliding angle of
1 in 30 entailed 50% more expense. If German
gliding wants to catch up with the international
standard of performance it will ha \re to make a
corresponding contribution towards the improve·
ment of the performance of sailplanes.
Systematic work in other countries, especially in
the United States by Dr. August Raspet, has Shown
how' it is possible to improve the performance without
making the construction unbearably expensive in
carrying the classical features of high performance to
their extremes, and without interfering with the
handling properties or other desira ble qualities of
the aircraft. The main idea is to shape the whole
surface of the sailplane by design al1(! by crafts·
manship in a manner that there is a faU in pressure
in the direchon of the airflow over a rnaxinHlm
portion of the surface, i.e., that the laminar boundary
layers remain stable over a mi1.ximum distance. This
demands a construction which does not only produce
gre,ltest smoothness, i.e., absence of roughnes;, as
well as waviness, but also guarantees this condition
with a1'1 states of stress, especially where the wing is
concerned. It is necessary to construct the skin of
the wings, the' fuselage, and the tail unit so that
neith~r weather, loading, nor internal stressp.s cause
any uncontrolled deviation from the desired geo·
metrical shape. AccOIding to Dr. Raspet's observa,
tions the contour should be true to ± 0.05 mm.
(0.002 in.) ill the direction of the airflow over a
measuring base of 50 mm. (2 in.).
Apart from this main feature the following requirements have to be met ill designing a sailplane of
conventional dimensions and maximum performance:
L. Efficient wing section.
2. Clean nose.

1 9 5 3

3. Tail unit sections with laminar flow over a
considerable portion.
4. Prevention of losses due to gaps in the wings.
Inspired by the experience made in Spain, the result
of the recon1 attempts at Klippeneck in August, 1952,
and especially by Haase's world speed record oyer
the 100 km. triangular cOlll'se in a ' Condor IV,' the
research group Haase-Kensche-Schmetz (' HKS ')
have made an attempt to fulfil these requirements
with the new design' HKS·l.'
In order to stiffen the skin of the wing, the enhre
leading edge and on the upper surface also the space
between mainspar and auxiliary spar are covel'ed
with sheeting consisting of three layers. The ribs

c

c

LJ

,

are reduced acC'orctlllgly. The covering is made up
trom an inner layer of o.n mm (0.0124 ilL) plywood,
a layer of foamed resin (Polyzell), 6 mm. thick
.(0.24 in.j, andl the actu<ll stressed skin, l.;j mm. thick
at the root (OJHi in.) and O.S mm. at the tip (0.0:~2
in.).
This support of the outer skin results in a very
high shear strength (failing load: :330 kg./cm", i.e.,
ca. -J.,700 p.s.i.), apart from the extremely small
divergence from the true profile. The fins of the
butterflv tail are con~tructed in a simila'r way. The
nose is" covered with plywood. TJ~is skin caHies a
l<tyer of halsa \dlich has been trimmed to the proper
shape.
In order to comply with point I an airfoil was
develuped which ,is ha sed on N .A.C..A. results.
According to the system designed by Abbot ami
Doellhoff for !i-series-profiles this airfoil has the
numbel- 6!'i (:2I.!'i,) 7l-J.. It has a rather wide laminar
range at C t • =, 0.7 of width O.'t and fl. high, not too
sharp (:Llllnx.
The shape of the fuselage is based on similar lines,
although the demand for a spacious cockpit and an
opticallv clean canopy, i.e., a one-piece blown
Perspex hood, which requires its own specIal profilmg,
had to be taken into account. ·This compmmis/l was
wiUingly accepted since laminar flow over a distance
of aoout 7 feet cannot be expected even With the
c!panest shape and the hest finish, owing to the high
Hevnold's numbers of the fuselage.
.
'i'he airfoill of the taill unit' was chosen on the
same principle.
H.equirernent ,} has been satisfied by the ombsion
of air·hrakes <tnd allerons. Lateral control is effecte<J
by elastic camber change of the rear third of the wing
section. The camber change which produces an
aileron effect inoreases in magnitude from the ,root
to the tiiJ. It starts from zero, the increase is linear,
and the (hfferentiatiol1 is Z : I. At the same time it
is possible to change the camber on hoth \\'ings
symmetricaUy, downward for Il1creased lift and Upwilrd
for ~peed. The twist of the wing can also be changed.
It is preferahly (l0, but can be given a negative value
of about Z'. The necessary degree of twist with
regard to performance and stability is determined
during a test-fligllt and adjustments are the~1 made
Oil tile ground. This syrnnletrical cha.nge of cambelis superimposed by the unsymmetrical change for
lateral control described ahove. The entire upper
surface of the wing is thus completely free from gaps.
The mechanism of the camber change will' be
described in detail in a later article. This svstem has
already been applied to the flaps of a • CondOl' I V.'
A te,e£piece stood up to 200,000 load changes with
fuJll deflection up and down without showing any
sigil of damage of the elastically distorted members.
As a landing aiel a small parachute is used which
is kept iri a ply"'ood tu be at the end of the fuselage
and can be brought out ill emergency and on lanclirng,
tngether with the l.Indercaniage. The <ldvantages of
a bral<ing pC! achute are ;- Appreciahly lower weight
than ordinary air-hrakes, no brake slots in the wings,
and the possibility of limiting the speed of the fuselage
in case the wings break up, so that the pilots can
bale out safely.
The aircraft had a successful maiden-flight at

Duesscldod on l\lth July, 190:l. A.s far as all opinion
can be formed from this one fli~ht of ahout I hour as
a single-seater, it can be stated that the expectations
conc,rrning the performance of the wing without
twist, the data of the wing section, the lateral control
and lift increase by change of camber, a,nd the
bra king parachute ha ve been fulfilled. Performance
figures are not yet available, but the float ohserved
especially on landing is very encouraging.
. \\'ith regard to the techniqne employed for the
trimming of the upper surface .of the wing it can be
saicl that the difficulties w.ere not as great as expected.
HoweveJ', it was found necessary to proceed with
greatest accuracy from the very beginning. Contwl
jigs for the wing profile in the uncovered and covered
states at intervals of about 4- feet are indispensable
for a continuolls check. The profile contour has to
be true within about 0.1 mm. at the control points.
Allowing for an error of 0.1 111m. with the jigs themselves, a maximum divergence trom the true profile
of 0.2 mm. is to be expected. The contour is first
established at the jigs al1d the surface of foamed
resin is then trimmed tll the correct shape between
the control points. This is rlone with sandpaper
stuck to a long straight-edge which has to be kept
accurately in the required di,rection. The glu'espread should be uniform so that no clusters are
formed. It may be of interest (hat a shear strength
(failing load) of 330 kg.jcm· (ca. 4,700 p.s.i.) was
found with a piece of wing covered with the same
skin (1st layer o.n mm. plywood, 2nd layer () mm. uf
Po]yzell, :3rd layer l.5 mm. plywood), regarding only
the outer layer of plywood as stressed.
After the wing had been covered it showed a
w«viness of ± 0.10 mm. (o.oon in.) as a mean value,
anu ± (1.2 mm. ((l.W8 in.) in a few places, measured
by means of the instrument developed by Dr. Raspet
with a measuring base of 5~ mm. (2 in.). About 60
hours' work with scraper and sandpaper eventually
prmlllced the desired waviness of only O.Oii mm.
(0.002 in.).
Concluding this article, a few details about the
mechanism of the camber change are given. The
structure of the ribs can be seen from the illustrations. Fig. I shows the principle employed. The
steering acts at points E in 6 places along one wing.
Due to the posihoH of point G on .ann :~, the move·
ment of point B is controlled to produce smooth
curvature. Member 2 is hinged at Band D and se,rves
the mutual support of 1 and 7 which may be under
tension or compression. The triangles BeD and
ABG transmit the bending moments and shearing
fOl'Ces with good stiffness and act on the control
system at point E. The forces acting on the under
surface are transmitted to the steered ribs by the
stressed skin la which consists of 3 layers. The
grooves shown render this skin stiff in span wise
direction awl flexible in the direction of flight.
Fig. :3 shows the position of deflection in diagram.
Control compensation which could easily be effected
by spring loading, has not been installed yet. The
forces required to move the stick (lateral control)
and the camber change lever are so small that it
will have to be decided after a longer flight whether
compensation is necessary at <111l.-Translation from
Aero, ::\lunich, August, 1\)53.
OCl'OBER
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SOME DETAILS OF
A NEW MIDGET RACING SAILPLANE
By H. F. V. M. Schwing
AN K. HOEKSTRA is one of the best Imown
•. sailplane pilots ill the Netherlands. He has
Silver 'C ',number 1 and is the holder of the national
record for duration since 1937 with 24.04 hours.
About 20 years ago a big two-seater was designed
and built by him but soon after the first flights, it
waS blown over by a severe gust and damaged
beyond repair. After this' H-l ' he designed a small
aircraH and now he is studying the project' H·:3,'
a midget sailplane with a very high cruising speed.
The' H-:3' has a span of only 10 metres (33 feet)
and a wing area ef i5 m' (the' Olympia' has 1:5 m').
Thus the aspect ratio iE 20.
"Vith an all up weight
of 180 kg. (3~1l Ibs.), (including 100 kg. or 220 lbs. for
pi·lot plus parachute, radio etc.), its wing loading
works out to be 35 kg./m' (72 Ibs./feet 2) which is very
high for a sailplane.
LaminaI' profiles of the N.A.C.A. 64 series at the
wing tip and of the 63 series at the root are used.
The wing has no washout. The butterfly tail too has
faminar surfaces.

J

The calcl1lated best gliding angle is I :35 at 100
km.fh. (62 m.p.b.) and the best sinking speed 75
cm./sec. (2.5 ft. p.s.) at '90 km./h. (56 m.p.h.).
Minimum speed with flaps down is 62 km./h. (39
m.p.h.).
The construction of the' H-3 ' is entirely of wood.
Both wing and fuselage will be made of sandwich
construction, without spars. The circular fuselage
has a double skin. The space between the two skins
is filled with some sort of light material.
The control system of the butterfly tail is very
simple. Dive brakes will not be mounted in the wings
and HoekstFa hopes to use a tail parachute for
landing.
The design is not yet completed and nothing is
known about the construction ofa prototype.
Hoekstra has a workshCiJp in Rotterdam where he
built the second prototype of the new Dutch trainer
the' T -10.' A two-seater version of it is to Ay in a .
few months.

•
The Cont·rol
System of
1111'. Hoekslm's

, H-3.'

a

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
flying chal-ges, except for hm-seater instruction,
ALLbefore
10.30 a.m.

have been reduced by half for flying

By this measure the yearly flying hours should be greatly increased.
OCTOBER
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MORE DETAILS OF THE 'PAUVEL
By G. A. RERON
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HE' Fauvei AY·;36' has greatly interested everybody whose mling passion is gliding, whethe,
T
pilot or designer. Seldom has anything so revolu-
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consisting of a pole and an axle, and at WO km./h. it
equals the performance of the 'Weihe' and the
, Air-lOO'; above this speed it improves on their
performance, equalling that of the' Sky' at 140
km./h. In addition to this it has been shown both
graphically and in actual fact that its climb in a
small thermal is much more rapid than any of these
sailplanes, justifying the enormous enthusiasm that
the' Fauve) AY -36' has awakened.
The calculations have entirely satisfied the Aero·
nautical Technical Service of France and the Flight
Experimental Section has cwnfirmed the excellent
stability,. both longitudinal and transversal, of the
sailplane and also proved that it is impossible to
spin it, on purpose or by accident. The gliding angle
is 1: 24, and with a pilot weighing 75 kg., the
minimum speed of descent is .83 m./s. at 67 km./h.,
or 1.63 m.Js. at 100 km.Jh. With a pilot weighing 85
kg., these figures become .87 m./s. at 72 km./h., and
1.5 m./s. at 100 km./h., with the best speed being
78 km./h., for the lighter pilot and 84 km./h., for the
heavier.
After being tested and improved by its designer

tionary made an appearance or been at the· same
time so efficien t or so practical. The presen t tendency
in glider design has been towards greater wingspan
and higher wingloading, \.vhich has led to splendid
machines of fine lines and good performance at high
speeds. Unfortunately, in order to produce these
,esl,llts it has proved necessary to sacrifice a capacity
for tight turns and low speeds, besides which the
time necessary to build these sailplanes has increased
their cost. as has the rising price of materials.
All these things have made more distant the dream
of possessing one's own machine, as well as putting
it outside the power of the clubs to buy or build
sufficient high-performal1ce sailplanes for their needs.
The • A\! ·36' flying wing does not pretend to he a
super-sailplane comparablp. to the' Sky: the' RJ ·5:
at" the' CM 8-15,' but it is definitely superior to the
.' Olympia'; and it can be built in from 800 to 1,000
hours, it costs three times less, it can be stored in a
very small space, it needs only the simplest of trailers.

8
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the prototype' AV-36' • Monobloc' was put at the
disposal of S.A.L.S. for further tests early in June,
1952. On the 23rd July on the first distance test,
Eric Nessler made a flight of 460 kms. During the
month of October the • FauveL' totalled 115 hours
in 130 Bights, being flown by twenty-six different
pilots, designers, week-end pilots, professional'i,
French and foreign, of every age and every stage of
training, with entire success.
.
Instructor Nicaise of Beynes in the course of his
flights made some perfect loops and other aerobatic
manoeuvres, although the flying wing was not
designed for aeroba.tting. But as with other pilots
and the designer himself, Nicaise was quite unable to
put her into a spin.
During test flights at the Centre, Charles Fauvel
reached speeds of 180 km./h., without brakes and
125 km./h., with them, recovering at 4.2 g., but there
was no tendency whatever to vibrate or warp.
Using the Hosk method, which shows the ability
of a sailplane to climb in thermals,. it is easy to see
the good qua.Iiti~ of the • AV-36.' On this graph
the rate of descent is compared to the rate of turn,
taking as a base the speed ill level flight and assuming
that the turn is correctly banked. (Fig. 1).
By' Fig. 11 we see that with a turn of radius 75
metres the 'AV -36' is only beaten by the best
sailplanes and by only a few centimetres, but if the
turn is made narrower-for example, a radius of 50
feet-the flying wing is better than any other sailplane except the' Air-lOO.' This shows that it is an
aircraft capable of making the best of any type of
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thermal. In wide thermals there is 110 appreciable
difference between the different types of sailplanes.
If we take a thermal of 5 m./s. (Fig. 2) at its centre
and a radius of 200 metres, the differences are not
yet remarkable but they already exist; for instance,
whereas the' Sky' can climb at 0.67 m./s., faster
than the' RJ-5,' the' AV-36' climbs 0.15 m./s.,
faster than the' Sky.'
If we take a thermal of equal strength but of only
100 metres radius (as used in the Hosli method and
in the R.S.A. bulletin to compare the performances
of competing sailplanes ill Spain) (Fig. 3). the
differences are noticeably marked. At its best the
, Sky' will climb 1.2 m./s., faster than tile' RJ -5,'
and the' AV-36' 1.65 m./s., faster than the' RJ-5'
-i.e., 0.45 m./s., faster than the' Sky.'
We might add that the Hosli method is not
entirely aCcurate as it makes no allowances for the
build-up of forward resistance in the turn. Never·
theless, this resistance is far greater in a sailplane
of wide span ancl long fuselage (' Weihe,' • Air-lOO,'
or . Sky') than it is in a small sailplane, especially
a flying wing of smaU span like the' AV-36.'
Comparison of • Olympia.' ancl ' A V -36.' Fig. 4.
Comparing the curves of. the two machines we get : Minimum sink' Olympia-Meise' 0.75 m./s.
Best glide
23.5.
Sink at 100 km./h.
1.80 m./s.
Minimum sink
• AV·36·
0.80 m./s.
Best glide
22.2.
Sink at 100 km./It.
..
1.65 m./s.
The best glide of the' Olympia' is a little better
and its minimum sink likewise, but the curve of the
• Fauvel' is longer. The' Olympia-Meise' is only
superior at speeds between 57 km./h., and 67 km./h.-
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DIGEST

REPORT

GERMAN NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS-Oerlinghousen, 1953
With acknowledgments to Wetttufifahrt, Thermik and Aero.

Sailplanes.
Ther,e were 26 participating sailplanes, 18 of which
were two-seaters, most of which were flown solo.
There were no class cistinctions between single or
two-seaters. The ,inte,resting lamillar f1m.v and
warping wing' H.K.S.-l ' two-seater will be described
elsewhere. One' Condor IV' al;m had warping inner
wings, it Was originally used tQ flight test arrangements designed for the' HKS-1.' There was one
15 m. span ' Spatz' and of course, the Yugoslav
, Kosava-' two-seater and a French' Air 102.' See
list for other types.

marks. Pierre completed two circuits.
30.7.53. Triangular Right of 28 km. No marks
awarded.
31.7.53. Triangular flight of 28 km. No marks
awarded.
1.8.53. Triangular flight of 30 km.. Five sailplanes
completed the circuit. Twenty-one gained marks.
2.8.53. Triangular flight of 30 km. Pierre completed 5 circuits. Twenty pilots gained marks and
made two. or more circuits.
3.8.53. Goal flight with Speed and Distance
marking. First goal 8B, km. Second goal HI km.
Only Hanna Reitsch and the Yugoslav Komac
reached the second goal and I eceived speed marks.
Two others passed the iirst goal. Only eleven pilots
qualified for marks.
4.8.53. Triangular Hight of 100 km., with as many
circuits as possible without speed marks. No marks
were awarded.
5.8.53. Triangular flight (30 km. ? ?) bad weather.
No Rights.
6.8.53. Goal flights, 136.5 km. Komac, Roethemeier, 'iViethuchter and Haase reached it, Pierre and
Laur dropped short by one kilometre. 20competitors
gained marks.
7.8.53. Out-and-Retum with distance and speed

Classes.
There were three' classes designed to encourage
the participation of the younger generation in national
competitions. Class I for pilots experienced in
competitions.. Class II for elder pilots who had nO
competition experience. Class HI fQr pilots under
the age of 30 without competition experience. All
pilots were marked according to the same rules.
Tasks. With distance marking only.
1. Goal flights with multiple goals in a straight
line.
11. Triangular flights with as many circuits as
possible.
Ill. Goal flights.
IV. Out-and-Return Bights.
V. Triangular flights.
All goals and turning points were selected by the
organisers.

• FAUVEL AV-36 '-continued from previous page
above and below this range it is inferior. The' A V-36 '
can fly slower (steeper turns and faster climbs).
and sinl<s less at higher speeds. The empty weight of
the ' Meise ' is 190 kilogrammes and of the' AV -36 '
it is 115, kilogrammes, the spans 15 m. and 12 m.
respectively and the lengths 7 m. and 3 m. With its

NIarMng system.
No bonus for attaining a goal. Pro~ected distance
along track determined by where an arc of a circle,
centre the unattained goal, radius the point of
landing, cuts the straight line track between the last
goal or turning point and the one which was not
re<j.ched.
The relation between distance marks and speed
marks was of great interest and simplicity. If all
saiJplanes landed at the goal, 100% marks would be
given for speed and none for distance. If 90% of all
sailplanes landed in the goal, 10% of the marks would
go for distance and 90% for speed. If 80% attained
the goal, 20% for distance and 80% for speed, etc.,
etc. If no sailplane reached its goal, 100% marks
would be awarded for distance and none for speed.
The best performance of each day gained 800 points,
those competitors wh.o did not obtain 20% of the
best performance would not receive any marks at all.
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great simplicity and high pilot safety factor the
, AV -36' can be used for training.
In conclusion we would point out that 30 sailplanes,
type , AV -36' are under construction in France, it is
about to be constructed in Switzerland, plans have
been requested by Jon Carsey, president of the
Soaring Society of the U.S.A., and by a group in the
Argentine, am) all hope to be building in the near
future.,

Daily tasks.
28.7.53. Triangular fiight of 38 km. As less than
eight sailplanes completed the flight no marks were
awarded.
29.7.53. Triangular flight 01 38 km. (50 km.
including the approaCh). Eleven competitors gained
10
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marks. No competitor succeeded in leaving the site.
8.8.53. Tr·iangular flight 100 km., with distance
and speed marks. Twelve pilots completed the
circuit. Haase set up a new German record of 70.7
km./h. A total of twenty-one pilots gained marks.
9.8.53. Triangular flight 100 km. Nine pHots
passed the second turning point. Hfteen pilots
gained marks.

site during the competitions. The great number of
short triangular flights greatly assist in making the
competitions interestillg to the spectator.

Cloud Flying.
.
CloUGl flying by German sailplanes is prohibited by
the Allied authorities in West Germany. WHY?
Cloud flying outside Controlled Airways and Control
Zones should be permitted without any restriction,
and inside Ainvays and Control Zones provided the
sailplane carries VHF. RT. These restrictions are
not based on any operational or safety requirements.
The gwund radar surveillance network is sufficiently
large and on an active basis, and does at present,
assist Airways and Zone Control to prevent c€Jllisions
between powered aircraft. Unless radar networl{s
are active on a 24-hour basis and continually
presented with new and surprising problems to solve,
their efficiency will drop. It is suggested that radar
networks should, wherever they identify a sailplane,
attempt to vector it to the centre of strong convection clouds or cloud streets and provide special
navigational assistance. The Radar network will
benefit even more than the sailplane pilot by this
service.
Finally it must be repeated that the present
pnJhibition imposed on German sailplanes lacks all
justification and is grossly unfair as the sailplanes
flown by members of B.A.O.R. and B.A.F.O. clubs
in the same air space do fly in cloud and do not have
these restrictions imposed on them. It is high time
that National Aero Clubs co-operated a little more
in protecting the rights of private pilots against the
tyranny of bureaucracy.
O.W.N.

Final Results.
Class 1.
I

2
3
4

{)
fi

7
8
9

10
1I

12
13

Pilot.
Pierre-France
lfaase--lierzogenrath
Komac-- Y\lgoslavia
lfanna Reitsch--Wetzlar
Medicus/Quinten-.Munchen
Kensche--Herzogenrath ..
Dr. Frowein-Freiburg
Roethemeier-Bielefeld
Spaete-Frankfurt ..
Eclgar Dittmar-Schweinfurt
ROlf/Reese-Detmold
Kuerten--Dortmund
Thamm--Guetersloh

Points
4,680
4,572
3,960
3,560
3,232
3,202
3,078

2,586
2,502
[,371

1,167
1,032
4:68

Sailplane
, Air 102'
, HKS-I'
( Kosava'

,
·
·
,
·
,
,
,
,
·

Kranich III '
Spatz '
Condor IV'
Kranich III '
"Veihe'
MU-la E '
Condor IV'
Spatz '
Kranich HI'
Condor IV'

Class 1I.
'I Wiethuechter-Kirchheim
4,227
2 HUjer/Wittstock.---celle .. 1,428
3 LarigjKueht--Berlin
..
858
<I BeckerjI{essel--Duesseldorf
819
5 Katzner--Gladbeck
580
6 HessejHeissmann-Gutersloh

· Weihe'
· Condor IV'
· Mu 13 E '
, Kranich III
· MD-13 E'

Class Ill.

I Laur--Laicl1ingen ..

..

2 Lemke/Hohmann-Aachen

3 Von $Cheidt--Koeln
Diesperger--Freiburg

4:
5

Braun--~iunchen

..

1,963
92:l
90'1

671
309

• MU-13
· MU-113
, Condor
· MU-I3
• Spatz'

E'
E'

IV'
E

EXTRACTS
FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
GERMAN AERO CLUB

j

Foreig'n' Participation.
It is very interesting to note that although these
were the German National Competitions, Pierre of
France and Komac of Yugoslavia were not labelled
• hors de concours.' Their participation must have
been especially useful to establish a competition
standard after twelve years withou t competitions.

Gliding Clubs, 1952/53 :-840.
Serviceable Sailplanes :-514 (16 of these are held
by private owners). ~5% Two-seaters.
Serviceable Winches :-162.
Sailplanes under Constructio'n :-534.
Winches under Construchon :-2l7.
Hours Flown :-8,926 from about 150,000 launches.
Badges A w{wded :~459 • B's " 367 • Cs,' 9 Silver
'Cs,' For legs gained during the war: 2R Silver
• Cs,' 2 GoM • C·s.'
Records :-1. \"'orId Record, recognised by the
F.A.I. in 1052, Class D-2, 100 km. Triangular Ccurse,
Speed :-E. G. Haase in a 'Condor IV' on 18th
August, 1952, at Klippeneck. Speed 80 km.jh.
(50 m.p.h.).
2. National Record, recognised by the German
Aero Club in 1952, Class D-I, 100 km. Triangular
Course, Speed :-Heinz Kensche in a • 'Neihe' on
12th August, 101)2 at Klippeneck. Speed 58 krn./h.
(36.2 m.p.h.).-From Aero, August, 1953.

British Participation.
It is with great regret that we read about two
incidents. Shortly before the start of the competitions
tmcked vehicles, presumably tanks, seriously damaged
the landing field at Oerlinghausen. A great deal of
work was required at the last moment to repair the
airfield surface:
On the second competition day and on presumably
the third flight of the new' HKS-l.' Haase, lost
height after his first circuit and force landed on the
BritiSh airfield at Detmold. He was informed that
his sailplane would be.confiscated and that he would
have to pay a penalty of 60 DM (£5. 10. O.} should he
force-land there again.
Public Attendance.
About 50,000 people attended the opening and it
is estimated that about 200,000 people visited the

1 9 5 3
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Top: Sailplane in Ihe Engaditl. s'a1lledml
Rollom: . Weihe . over Roseglal
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SWISS GLIDING
Pictlrres by PHOTO

Top: • Weilze' over il1ltollas Murail
Bollo1»: Young and old inspect Soaring Bird invader

Ul

HELLER

T'HE 'MINIMIDGET "
By Fred Hoinville
all glider pilots all over the world to support
I ASK
this scheme to boost gliding, reduce costs,

in number. Once we start making small alterations
and concessions in size, we will gradually g-et right
away from the one essential requirement and find
@urselves back where we were.
Advantages to he gained under this plan are many.
Those W110 cannot afford to buy or build a super
sailplane will have the incentive of records and
championships to compete for. so they will, build
'Minimidgets.' Those who belong to clubs and get
only a littl.e soaring each year will build the' Minimidget' class for their own use, and will build it in
a few weeks and Ay it every weekend.
When international or national contests are held,
each centre will have such a large m1111ber of
, Minimidgets ' in the district that it wi\'! be possible
to supply each visiting pilot with one for use in the
contest without requiring him to bring his own
sailplane for thousands of miles or across oceans.
These miclgetswill give all pilots eC(ual opportunity
and will be quickly and cheaply replaceable if
damaged.
Contests are supposed to fll1d out which pilot is
the best. It is not necessary for record distances to
be flown to do this. Even if nobody exceeded 200
miles in the whole contest (a figure within the reach
of the • Minimidget') the desired re~uIt would be
obtained and the costs of running the contest would
be greatly reduced. The German system of running
the contests around circuits would simplify the'
contests even further, and w@uld reduce the cost to
a figure so low that almost any country could afford
to stage a World Championship with gliders provided
for visitors in the same way that Spain so generously
providp,d them in 1952.
.
Owin:~ to the low cost of the ' Minimidget ' class,
it would also be possible for the visiting pilots to
guarantee to pay for any damage done to borrowed
gliders. This was not possible in Spain, because the
gliders were so expensive and many visitors were
from countries which had currency restrictions and
so could not guarantee large sums, even if they had
it to give.
I have tested the suggestion of the' Minimidget '
in Australia and pilot response has been overwheIming. Not onIy glider pilots but power-plane pilots
too have indicated that the)' will buUd the ' Minimidget' class as soon as the plans are made available.
Many pilots have stated that the idea is the one which
they have really wanted for years. Many power-plane
pilots stated that they will change over to gliding
Oecause of the high costs of flying, but they could not
do so before because gliders cost too much and were
not available in suffiCient numbers.
I ask readers to accept the figures which I have
selected for one special reason: If there is great
debate and argument about chang,ing the ex.act
figures, it will take many months for agreement
to be reached, or it may never be reached at alI.

increase the amount of soaring which each of us can
do, and make possilYle mcHe and better contests,
All these things can be achieved by one major act.
\Ve must develop a new class of sailplane which mllst
be the smallest, c'heapest, simplest design which is
capable of giving the owner a satisfactory performance for pleasure soaring and is good enough to be
used as a standard contest sailplane.
It is possible to get a glide angle of 20 with a span
of 25 feet-(7.6 metres)-and a weight of 106 lbs.
(45 kg.) and a minimum sink of 2 feet per second 6r
less. Such a sailplane can fulfil our requirements.
I therefore ask that all sailplanes should lDe divided
into classes in the same way that sailing boats,
boxers, racing cars, etc., are divided into classes by
size or weight.
I ask that all contests should be run on the lines
successfully demonstrated by the German gliding
movement, and almost universally used in all other
sports; that is, around selected circuits back to the
starting point,
I ask that contests be restricted to the standardised
classes and that unlimited-class sailplanes be used
only for attacking open records,. for private use, or
for research and development.
I ask that each new class of sailplanes should be
allotted its 0\\011 set of national and world records,
as with sailboats and cars, etc. Each nation is free
to adopt this plan on a national scale· without
involving the F.A.I., but if we can also get the F.A.1.
to adopt the plan then world recognition wTll be
assured, which will be much better.
I ask that the new classes be as follows: The
smallest class be restri€ted to 25 feet span and Ion
Ibs. weight; the second class to be restricted to 45
feet span and 400 Ibs. weight; the third class to be
unIimited. For two-seaters, the smallest class to be
of 33, feet span and 20Q lbs. weight; the second class
50 feet and 500 Ibs. weight, and the third clasS'
unlimited.
It may be that some readers may approve the
general scheme but disagree witl) the figures that I
have chosen. While not claiming to be a better judge
than others, I would answer those people by pointing
out that we must have some figure as a basis, and I
am suggesting a basis for discussion. I have checked
these figures with well known designers and they are
sufficient to do what we need. 'vVhether they are the
best is something for all of us to decide.
There wiH be many who will argue that 25 feet is
too small for the minimum class. To these I say:
The smallest class MUST be the smallest possible,
without compromise.
Those who want better
performance can move up to the next class, but they
must not increase the difficulties and costs of those
vho NEED the smallest clas~-and they are legion
14
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE , BJ-I '
that South
IT A isfricawell-known
is one of the most
promising centres for gliding. By
...
reason of its climate and the terrain
it is very probable that soon great
flights will be coming in, especially
as they have some excellent pilots.
,-- ~ ....... ~
From previous experience it is
obvious that there is need for a new
design of sailplane which can make
the best of the meteorological
conditions of that country. Very
strong thermals of great width
allow the use of sailplanes with a
~====t:::=:::::=:=====:J-"VC========:J====~
large wing.loading, and we know
that a large wingload means greater
(j}--------A_-----\)\l
speeds.
This is allowed for in a new
prototype of South African design,
y
product of two South African
pilots; Pat Beatty and Fritz Johl.
Various characteristics make this
single-seater maChiJle even more
interesting-t h e a c c e n t u ate d
metres and with the great weight of the aircraft
aerodynamic lines of the 6.5 metre fuselage, the
(340/865 kg.) the wing loading is 25,86 kg./sq. metre.
butterfly tail, so successfully used in the most recent
designs, the very modern deflexion of the wing tips
The sailplane is completely aerobatic owing to
its very robust construction in wood. The prototype
in order to reduce drag. Flaps right along the
is at present under construction and according to its
trailing edge provide better results at slow speeds.
designers it is in no sense complex, as one might
It is interesting to note that the ' B J.l' is still
expect in such an aircraft. Pat Beatty and Fritz
classified as a medium-performance sailplane since
]ohl are quite confident that their' super-sailplane I
its span is only 15.4 metres. The slight two-degree
will prove to be of higher performance than any
wing slope although it does not help at stalling
other now in flight.
speed improves the efficiency at higher speeds.
VUELO SILENCIOSO.
The dihedral is 8.58. The wing area of 13.9 sq.

~ ----'c=e:::===--~

at El Mirage Field, Adelanto, California, from
AugIJst 1 to August 9.
Canada. The vVestern Canada Soaring Meet and
Contest took place at Swift Current, Saskatchewan,
in ]uly.
U.S.A. The American Navy are testing a new type
of back parachtlte which weighs fIve kilogrammes
less than the present ones, and nas a different method
of opening. The refolding can be carried out quickly
by one man instead of the usual two.
Holland. Charles Atger was presented with the
Lilienthal Medal at the 46th F.A.I. Conference at
the Hague. This was in recognition of his magnificent
duration record of 56 hrs. 15 min., made in 1952.
Poland. The women's two-seater distance record,
previously held by Betsy Woodward and Anna
Saudek (U.s.A.), 274.1 km., was beaten by Miss.
Adamkova in a • Kranich 11 ' with a flight of 350
kilometres.
France. The National Championship was held
from the 1-14 July. The results were as follows : Pierre (4,864 points); Lambert (3,912 points);
Trubert (3,597 points); Weis (3,577 points); and
Philip Wills (3,505 points).

THE • MINIMIDGET '-continued from previous page

Also, if each country decides upon a different basic
figure, then it will delay international agreement
and F.A.1. recognition, perhaps for years.
I ask you all to approach your National Gliding
Authority and ask that this plan be implemented
as soon as possible, and to ask your local designers
to produce' Minimidgets' quickly so that the type
may be flown and tested and improved with as little
delay as possible. 1 believe that quick action along
these lines will result in a great growth of gliding
as a sport and in more and cheaper soaring for those
who just want to fly.
Here's to good soaring, and may there be more
of it.

NOTES
Holland. The F.A.l. Gliding Commission Con·
ference was held at the Hague from May 14-22.
Suggestions were made for the 1954 Championship
rules, and international regulations for cloud flying
and use of radio in gliders were discussed.
U.S.A. The West Coast Soaring Contest took place
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF MOTORLESS FLIGHT
RESEARCH
This article furs been condensed frolll a paper by A ngusl
Raspel, of Ihe Aerophysics Depar/nunl, Mis.<issippi Slale
College. The au/hm·. pleading the logic of improving
performance by reducing drag ra/her Ihall increasi,llg power,
refers /0 the possibilities of !wlty developed [>omlda.,y layer
contl'ol leclmiqlfes which, he suggesls, could i"acase Ihe
range of ail'craft sllch as Ihe ' Comet' by 750% lmd might
yet realise Leonardo da Vinci's dre/u1/. 0/ flight by muscle
power alone.

IN progressive
motorless
there are but
Improvement: one
~ight

~wo avenlles for

a sailplane and measuring the relative performance
of the buzzard with respect to the sailplane, it is
jX>ssible to determine the performance of the bird.
From such measurements, the author found that the
bird has a drag coefficient one·half of that of' R] ·5.'
At Mississippi State College, we arc investigating
a process which nature may perhaps employ to
reduce the drag of itR high performance birds. The
process consists of sucking a portion of the sloweddown air near the surface of a wing or fuselage into
the interior and exhausting this air after accelerating
it to the speed of flight. The air is sucked through
more than a million small holes pricked or drilled
into the sailplane's wing. Not only can this process
of Sllction boundary layer control be used to achieve
low drag, but it can also be used to prevent the
stalling of a wing.
A wing of a sailplane, which in conventional design
stalls at 40 m.p.h., stalls at a speed of 30 m.p.h. with
suction applied by a blower system requiring only
1.4 horsejX>wer. The potential of this technique is
still not exhausted; each step ill the re"earch results
in a further reduction of stalling speed. Wh.en our
technology is developed to the stage where the flow
over the entil-e surface of an aircraft will be laminar,
thp. drag of an aircraft of the' Comet' type will be
10% of that of the present craft; and with the same
fuel and speed, the range will be increased 750%.
Seven years ago Grover Loening, a noted aeronauti"a1 engineer of some forty years' experience in
aviation, made the comment that the ideal personal
aircraft wil t lke off at 20 m.p.h., and have a top speed
of 200 m.p.h. We are, of course, still far from this goal.
The best aircraft today lands at 60 m.p.h. and tops
180 m. p. 110; a ratio of 3 to 1, instead of 10 to l.. This
ratio is directly related to the maximum lift and the
minimum drag, both parameters now being intensively
studied by motorless /light methods. In addition,
much more of the available eng,ine horsepower Inust
be pu t into effective propulsion. Means for measuring
the effectiveness of propulsion have been developed
from motorless flight research techniques. Suction
applied to the control of the bonnd<~ry layer will
permit lower landing speeds and higher top speeds.
We can at least say that the IW-200 m.p.h. aircraft
is no longer a vision, it is well nigh a possibility;
and we in motorles.'> flight resea.rch are willing to
accept the challenge of investigating the possibility
by means of actual full-scale flight research.
,"Ve know that we have progressively reduced the

to seek bcttcr
sources of power available in the atmosphere and the
other is to impro',e the aircraft itself. Today's
aircraft designers have all too often pursued a chird
avenue of improvement. that of increasing the power
of the engine. Current jet engines having jX>wers up
to 20,000 horsepower are now attainable. Highpowered aircraft place our pilots in the sad plight' of
carrying Cl heavy load of fuel even if intermediate
ranges are to be flown, in order to take care of the
requirements of high fuel consumption. Heavy loads
lead to high take-off and landing speeds. But we need
not look only to the heavy jet bombers for evidence
of the aircraft designers' recourse to adding jX>wer
instead of improving aerodynamics of ail-craft. A
small four-place aircraft tested for performance was
found to require only 5? horsepower to propel it at its
top speed, yet it required an engine of nearly three
times this power to attain its top speed. If this same
aircraft were to be improved by aerodynamic means
so that it could cruise on 52 horsepower the fuel
consumption would be about one-third of the present
rate and the fuel load one-third for the same range.
When a designer adds power to overcome high drag,
he burdens his aircraft with ever increasing high
landing and take-off speeds.
Since the energy present in the atmosphere is fixed
by the sun's heat radiation, all soaring contestants
are treated equally by nature in so far as power
availabil.ity is concerned. The only course left tu the
progressive sailplanist is to improve the aerodynamics
of his sailplane. To this end, he employs the latest
knowledge in boundary layer theory, because most
of the energy losses at high speeds come from the
friction of the air against j;he outside surfaces of the
sailplane. By utilizing motorless Right research
techniques, R. H. ]ohnson developed his sailplane,
, R] -5,' from a mediocre performer with a glide ratio
of ao to I, to the world's most efficient aircraft having
a glide ratio of 40 to 1. The drag of this sailpla.ne is
now far below that of any jet aircraft. This high
performance was achieved after some thousands
of hours of modifi.cation, testing and diagnosis which
dictated in each case additional modifications and
improvements.
Yet we must hang our heads in shame when we
compare' R] -5 ' with one of nature's own sailplanes,
the black buzzard. By means of sailplane reseal'Ch
methods, consisting of tracking wild buzzards with
IS
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losses of our sailplanes so that were the sailplane
. R J.5 ' to be re-designed to weigh at flight 250 lb.,
this craft could fly on 0.56 horsepower, and the
power output of man has been measured and found
to be of 0.55 horsepower. We could therefore fly
with' muscle power alone if we had un efficient
propulsion system. However, it might be best to
design a completely new muscle flight sailpla.ne
employing suction boundary layer control and lightweight structures. In order to permit an easy take-off,
the muscle power is coupled to a wheel which permits
the craft rapidly to accelerate to take-off speed at
which point the propeller takes over. The hollowbladed propeller is used also to provide suction for the
boundary layer control. The turned down tips close
in the flow which would spill over the tips, thereby
reducing the drag at least until the sailplane gets
some height above the ground.
The philosophy of motorless flight research is
principally the desire to reduce power losses rather
than to increase power. '>\'e feel we are getting something for nothing when we soar. I n getting this
something, a littl.e -energy from the atmosphere,
we try to waste as little Qf it as is technically possible.
1'or this reason every effort is made to understand
completely the behaviour of the airflow around an
aircraft. 'Ve cannot bluff our status by adding a few
thousand more horsepower.-Reproduced by the
courtesy of Shell Aviation Nw's.

MOTORLESS FLIGHT
Bv

all goes well, there is nothing difficult in
W HEN
towing a trailer a long way without a corn·
panion: if you stop before doubtful turns instead of
after taking the wrong ones, there need he no
unhitching or manh<lndling. It can all be quite easy,
but nevertheless I was feeling faintly pleased with
myself when I arrived in Church Stretton, alone with
a • Standard 14' and an ' Olympia' in its trailer,
just five uneventful hours from Dunstable.
From Church Stretton up to Long Mynd the roadcall it a track perhaps-climbs perhaps 800 feet in
the first half mile or so, with the stiff~st hill at the
start. Light.heartedly I charged up the hill in first
gear ancl reminded myself about my brakes.
The thing about my brakes is, that when moving
forward they have a powerful servo action when
firmly applied. The unhappy corollary is, that when
going backwards they unservo themselves to a
similar extent. So I reminded myself that in any
emergency stop on the hill, the brakes must be
applied while still moving forward. Otherwis~ Sir
Isaac Newton and Mr. Devitt would both come in.
The emergency promptly arose in the shape of a
stout closed gate across the road at its steepest point.

Two-sealer at the National Conlests, Call1pkill.
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Photo:

'She/field Telegraph"

The driver now has an idea. The trailer towbar is
facing towards C, so we will drive from A to C. thence
reverse up CB and hitch on, then drive downhill from
B to C to A and so get a good run at the hill, with the
gate already open.
Reversing up from C to B, with one wheel over a
precipice and the other bulldozing trees and rocks,
we realise that this narrow track is quite untrailerable.
Arriving shaken at B and hitching on, we reverse
gingerly on to AB, re-chock, and try another st.e'1.nding
start. As I lie under the towbar tying fantastic knots
in a frayed' safety rope,' a gentle sprinkle from above
becomes D. downpour. Puzzled by the absence of
rain elsewhere, I discover 1 am ctrenched in petrol
from an overturned jerrycan, a. potential human
torch. ~'ly temperature falls steadily for the Test of
the evening as 1 evaporate. But we are now ready
to go, and laughing lightly at the mishaps of the
past hours, we climb aboard. The engine again stalls
and refuses to restart. ''''e are in exactly the same
situation as we were an hour ago, except that it is
darker.
To avoid manhandling the trailer on to BC again
(we are getting weak by now; ollr speech is slowing
and our pupils are veilectl we decide to leave it
blocking AB where it may automatically collect
helpers. ''''e lower it away from the Ford, twisting and
unchocking ancl rechocking, an inch at a time, until we
have room to reverse the Ford on to BC. Unable to
push the Ford across the level bit, which is a row of
muddy holes, we put her in gear and unashamedly use
the starter until she rolls downhill in reverse. She
disappears into the night, and I walk d0wn to find
her, silent, at the lowest point in the landscape at C.
The moon is rising.
From a telephonf' box on AC we call the club for
skilled help. -A long wait follows. 1 he Standard,
up at the club, is full of food and drink.
At last a Landrover appears, crammed with stout
bads. Protesting their ignorance of motors, they
fmd the air lock in the petrol system and clear it;
the rord roOtrs to life and we are soon back at B.
This time we are going to be certain. Just in case
the Ford should run ctownhill, we station the
Landrover ahead as an anchor, and secure it to the
Ford by ropes passed through everything in sight.
As soon as the Ford starts, the Landrover will move
ahead and perhaps add some pull. For the first time,
the Ford starts the trailer up the hill and we relax
at last.
The Landrover stalls on the road ahead, and the
Ford, pnUing strongly, has to stop. It overnms the
ropes and wraps them about itself.
Somebody is now quietly sobbing by the roadside.
''''ith our last remaining strength we unravel the
ropes, send the Landrover far ahead, and make our
last start.
\\le arrive at the club at mictnight. f'ive hours
from Dunstable to Church Stretton, and five hours
from there to the club. As far as 1 know or ca.re, the
gat.e is still open and Church Stretton is full of sheep.
The road at R is littered with rocks and rope ends and
blood. That's gtiding.-(With acknowledgments to
the Londo1~ GHding Club Gazette).

We stopped, in gear, and-dismayed by the impressive gradient-chocked the trailer wheels with pieces
of Mynd before opening the gate.
Attempts to restart produced clouds of smoke and
a smell of charred clutch lining, folluwed by an engine
stall. At the sixth attempt we ran back over the
chocks, stopped just befure jumping out in panic,
ami promptly replaced the chocks by huge boulders
torn from the hillside. It is a good car but there is a
limit to what 14 h.p. can start up a slope like a roof.
The trailer must nOw obviously be unhitched and
the car go for help. But the trailer blocked the road
and must somehow be got to one side. Once free of
its chocks it would end by demolishing the Midland
Bank in Church Stretton. Have you tried moving a
chock jammed under a wheel on a slope, delicately,
an inch at a time? Instead, I demolished a nea.t
section of wall which I suspect was privately owned,
built a sort of Stonehenge under each wheel, anti
waited for strong arms and wise counsel.
Down the hill came a tiny car containing a \\'('edy
little man of slow understanding. It was not until he
perceived that he would otherwise sit at his little
wheel all night that he reluctantly left his seat to
help.
Slightly hindered by his fef'ble plucltings at the
greasy towbar, we got the trailer slewed round and
ran it-a. little more violently than intended, but
the change of shape wa~ slight-into the rocky bank.
Released from the trailer, the car sailed happily up
to the club house above.
Rescue party wanted? No trouble at all. The
Ford is just going down to Church Stretton. Its new
super-Iow gear-box is guaranteed to pull Sedberghs
up from Asterton. Leave the Standard on top and
go down in the Ford. Drop Teddy Proll in Church
Stretton, reducing the party to two including myself
-lood cans of petrol, roar back up the hi\!, hitch on
after further complicated chock-\vork, and we are
ready to drive up for supper.
The engine stalls at the first attempt and does not
re-start. Check everything. Flog the staJ'ter. Check
again. Flog. Check. Flog. Pour in eight gallons of
petrol' in case petrol does not flow nphill. No joy.
The Ford, which will not go forward, ca.nnot go
backward until the trailer is again easl~rl ct()wn. To
be sure of leaving the road clear for a wide car, full of
jolly farmers coming from a shoot on the Mynd, and
with their help,. we shunt it on to a side lane. \-Ve let
the Ford down carefully backwards. tUl'll It 111tO an
opening, push ti!l our eyeballs protrllde, and she rolls
downhill. Just before the bottom she fir"'", ann the
jolly iarmers leave 1I'i. The SUIl sets behind lonel),
hills.
The game no\\' becomes like one of those railway
shunting puzzles in the Children's Encyclopaedia,
and to foUow it yOll must draw a triangle ARC in the
margin, with sides about half a mile. Side BC has
kinks in it. A is Church Shetton. AB is the uphill
leg on which we have stalled at 8. The hill mad up to
the club continues from H as an extension of AB.
AB is level, and BC is of course downhill. The trailer
is now parked on Br at a level bit ne.ar B.
J8
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MAINLY FOR BEGINNERS
and 200 feet.
Problems seem to come in geometrical progression:
remember how wing balancing gave place to elevator
control, how rudder movement succeeded that?
Next came height gauging and landings, and nowturns. You have read all about it and can hold a 45
degree bank right through a tum of 180 degrees (on
a motor bike). You take off feeling it's a cinch.
Next time you take off with rather different views
on the subject! But, eventually you master the gentle
art, until, at 300 feet, you can lace a s\<ilful figure S
into your Right path.
Comes the memorable day when the C.F.1. scans
your log book, peers at the wind sock, and says in a
matter of fact way that he wants you to <to a circuit;
would you like to try? You stammer something
which he takes to be yes, and minutes later you see
the world from 600 feet. As you slimb skyward the
horizon races away in all directions, disappearing ill
the blue haze of distance. The rolling plains of
Meath stretch away on your right, and as you turn,
the Wicklow mountains rear ridge-upon-ridge on
the eastern skyline. A little to the north is a patch
of sparkling blue a.nd silver-the Irish Sea! There's
Dublin, too, a cluster of buildings with its faint
umbrella of dust and smol<e. But look-you are
losing height, and as you turn again westward on
the approach, the river Liffey appears below you
bright and placid. You clear the boundary bedge at
regulation height and to finish off the Right you
produce your very best landing.
Congratulations! You have gained your' wings.'
Now you can enquire knowingly where a chap could
pick up a barograph on the cheap, and pass judgment on all the advanced sailplanes of the day. You
can tell yourself that you came up the hard way :?l ).
and not, as in certain other countries (I) cuddled and
spoon fed in an old two-seater pantechnicon! You
can wave your dog-eared log book about, remarl<ing
that it's your fifth. and explaining how the other
four fell out of the cockpit during inverted Right.
And with your huge experience you can look
patronisingly on first time ground sliders as they
career across the field like a woman driver-oh,
sorry. Eileen-sorry, Helen
. er ... I didn't think
you were listening-that is ... please-hey, fellows
H-E-L-P.

ga~ore

For thrills
and honest to goodG LIDING!
ness sport there's nothing to beat It. All you
require is spruce, linen, blue-prints, a bottle of
embrocation and a touch of insanity.
''''ould you explore the Death Valleys ·of the air,
shoot the foaming iagaras of an atmosphere vaster
than the watery seas that yield to man? Would you
sail this ocea.n whose landmarks are the heavenly
signs, which makes us, its mariners, kinsmen to the
sun and beaconing stars? If you would, then here's
my hand a.nd cead mile failte !
In this Atomic Age you would expect that every
child between eight and eighty \"ould know how an
aircraft' works.' and you would, of course, be as far
out as a lighthouse. Aerofoil? Lift? Drag? These
are so much abracadabra to that immortal ass the
Average Man, who has never been higher than the
top of a. double-deck bus and who possesses the
imagina.tion of an adult hen: his kind is legion. Butlet's away from the madding crowd, let's leave the
multitudinous long-eared to their braying!
You, my friend, are a brand snatched from the
burning. Climb into the cockpit and get acquainted.
Stick ... rudder ... t-e1ease kno
are these straps
stt-ong enough you say? "Vhy of course they are
strong enough: it's the 'same stuff they use in
Glasnevin for lowering coffins. We'l! hoo.k you up
for your first slide now. Relax. Slack lip ... an out
and you're away! The port wing drops and the nose
swings. Never mind the rudder just now-stick hard
over to haul up that wing. Steady as 'she goes. Do
everything gently. Stick into neutral position, and
slightly back to keep your nose out of the turf.
There! Do that in th.e air and you will have the
elusive thing called straight and level flight.
By the time your ground slides and the grey hairs
ou the C.F.l.'s head together total twenty, the
machine begins to answer to your touch more as an
aircraft should and less like a maddened stallion.
You no longer traverse the field picking up imaginary
handkerchiefs \vith alternate wing tips-in fact
you feel confident and ready fO!- a flight at the
considerable altitude of 5 ft. a.g.!. (above grass level).
Five feet becomes fifteen, and fifteen leads to fiftv.
Your first landings off the cable are a bit bOUllcey,
but you smooth them out by trial and error, and
climb by increments of ten to respectable hops of 150

landed before the storm brol<e because visibility
decreased. Cloud was down to ground level Just
North of the site and South of the Zoo. The' Prefect'
had no parachute, and its T. & B. batteries were Rat.
Powered' stuff' was Rying about. I was hastelling
to a clear region, at 50 on the clock, when the 20 Lp.s.
lift occurred. There was a very strong smell of
piggery in the 11ft. The barograph failed to work.
I appreciate your efforts which brought very
successful results to the course, and trust you will
be interested in the facts recorded above.-Carl

CORRESPONDENCE
Peter Fletcher, Esq.,
London Gliding Club.
Dear Peter,
I was delighted to read your' account in The
Sailplane of the July course at Dunstable.
Permit me, however, to make a plea regarding the
amusing reference to my flight in the thunderstorm.
The white' Olympia' which was already on the ridge,
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Beck, 116, Marlborough Park (Central), Belfast,
N.
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THE CANADIAN NATIONAL SOARING MEETING
DERS
C Llannual

and gliding enthusiasts started their
convergence to the site of the 1953
l"ationals in sunny, hot weather. This year the
''''aterloo-Wellillgton Flying Club at Breslau, Ontario,
was host to the gathering during the Meet, which
officially ran from August 2nd to 8th.
The facilities of the Flying Club were put at the
disposal of those attending the Meet and nobody
went without a bed or hangarage for an assembled
glider. (It usually took a fancy bit of manoeuvering
to get all the gliders into the hangar.) Breakfast was
served each morning in the club lounge and a sandwich lunch was available on the field .at noon.

the club lounge again became the centre of acti,'ity
and hangar flying. Piping hot corn on the cob, by the
bucketful, with plenty of salt and butter was served
on the porch; a sing-song around a campfire was
~oing on further out on the field and inside people
like Al Pow, Guy ]oyce, and Don Ryan (Rochester)
were showing their colour slides.
The sound 01 rain woke up most of us on Saturday
morning. Fortunately the storm wa') short lived
and by 10 o'clock the sky had broken and the clouds
looked quite promising. Charlie Yeates took full
advantage of those clouds to soar to an altitude of
9,800 feet while on a 60 miles cross-country. The
annual spot landing contest, using the Gatineau
Club's' Grunau,' was held on Saturday afternoon.
Since the' Grunau ' has a skid and not a wheel the
contest called for maximum skill by the pilots. Eric
Wimberly, of the Gatineau Club, on his second solo
/light walked oft with top honours by practically
stopping on top of the spot. And then there was
Peter Shaw-(also of the Gatineau Club-that is if
the other members still consider him such)-who
landed :330 paces and two fields back of the airporta potato field, wasn't it Peter? However, Peter
redeemed himself as the article following this shows.
Contest flights and times were now being turned
in for tabulation and judging. In the evening the
results were announced by AJ Pow, who presented
the winners with their trophies and prizes.

A Day-by-Day Acco~m/..
Sunday saw the Meet get off to a good start with
Maurice Boudreault making a 41 mile flight i,n the
, Olympia' to complete his requirements for a Silver
'C.' On the same day John Agnew soared to 5,200
feet for an altitude gain of 4,lOO ft.
For those who didn't have gliders in which to
enter into the cross-country competitions, the
Sherbrooke boys with their 'TG-2' were doing
yeoman service in checking people out and giving
trainillg flights. Out of Sunday's 77 flights the
Sherbrooke ' TG-2' made 22, and before they left
for home on Friday the glider had made close to 70
flights. During the Meet the Club 'C.F.I., Jack
Codere had soloed three students.
What happened Monday? This editor will never
.make a reporter! It must have been another good
day for Stan Rhys chalked up points for the National
Championship by making a 68 mile goal flight to
Grand Bend in the' Mu-13.'
Tuesday was, without a doubt, a total washoutliterally and figuratively. In other words, RAIN.
The next day looked more like soaring weather
with its cumulus-spotted sky. Stu Glen of Montreal
took advantage of the weather change to make a 64
mile flight in the' Mu.' And enough other people
were interested in the possibilities to put in more
than 40 hours of soaring that day. In the evening
the films of the S.A.e. film library were shownthese included the perennial • Prelude to Flight,'
pictures of the 1950 Meet at St. Eugene, the Buckingham Gliding Club, and in addition a film in the
nature of a travelogue of Kitchener and district was
shown.
Several notable cross-countries were chalked up
again on Thursday. John Agnew proclaimed a goal
of Goderich, 70 miles distant, which he reached in
:J! hours in the' 1-2:J.' Stan Rhys, /lying the' Mu '
declared an out-and-return goal flight to Brampton,
approximately 40 miles away, which he also accomplished. Other cross-countri~s were made by Maurice
Boudreault (55 mi,les) in the 'Olympia'; Bill
Duench (37 miles) in the' 2-22' and Charlie Yeates
(40 miles) in the' TG-3.'
Friday-and still soaring weather'! The • TG-2 '
from Sherbrooke put in another good day's work
before the boys packed it on the trailer and headed
for home. Larry Gerlein from Elmira made a 55
mile flight in his' 1-23' and another 40 hours of
soaring were chalked lIP for the day. In the evening

Resulls.
Meel Champioll.-Stan Rhys, Montreal, 240 points.

and winnel' of the Shell Trophy.
2nd.-Charlie Yeates, Hamilton, )60 points. Prize,
Dullex Camera.
3rd.-John Agnew, Montreal, 148 points. Prize, Sports
Shirt.
.
Winner of N.C. Schneider Trophy, a silver water pitcher,
was Stan Rhys for making the best flight of the Meet.
A special prize of an emergency light was presented to
the Sherbrooke Gliding Club for the high utilization made
of their machine during the Meet.
Spot Landing Contest.

1st. Eric Wimberly-Table Lamp.
2nd Ron Claudi-Pen and Pencil.
3rd Shorty Boudreault-Sports Shirt.
Awards for best duration flights over the field were
given to Larry Gcrlein (4 hrs. 36 min.}, and 5tu Glen
(3 hrs. 45 min.).
S1.l~mning

Up.

This year's National Meet can undoubtedly be considered the most successful to date. On looking back
through past Free Flights we· gather the following
interesting statistics of the National Meets:
Year
){149
1950
1951
1952
1953
Glider time hrs.
80 + lOO
189
1:39
230
No. Flights
348 (60 winch)
271
:300
Cross-country
miles
+600
550 +600
No. Gliders
i
10
1:3
13
18
The location of the Meets were as follows:
1949. Kingston.
)952. St. Eugene.
1950. St. Eugene.
195:3. Kitchener.
1951. Kitchener.
Post Script; The Gatineau Cluh are convinced there's
truth in the adage-' Time to spare. ' - Reproduced from
Free .Flight.
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DUBLIN

EARLY THERMAL STUDIES

TH :\T
pilots have been studying the flight of birds
ever since there were any pilots to study them
is called to mind hy the finding the other day of an
extract from The A ero (forerunner to the present
.-Ieroplaul') <Iated October, 1912. The author was
Ylr. Henry S. Wildeblood, M.LC.E., who was at that
time living in India.. While there he built several
aeroplanes, both hiplanes and triplanes, but his pet
project WilS to he a crescent.shapecl machine with
trailing wing tips which could be used both as
elevators and as controlled balancers for greater
stability; he was also experimenting with a' theory
of negative.angle balancing planes, based on his
study of the flight of soaring birds. (At that same
time G. Howard Short was making a study of soaring
hirds in England ann had decided that tor IHlre
soaring either sunshine or winn was necessary).
III the helief that it IVill interest many of our
readers we repronlJ,ce the relevant passi'lge from his
article ;--

GLIDING CLUB
WITH 4, club aircraft and one privately o\\'ned,
we are much stronger than when we started
to fly last year. Some of the gliders require repairs
which will be done over the winter. As we ha ve two
tow-cars we will be all set for a big exp;H1sion of the
club earl)l next year.
..
To relieve the monotonv of circuits at Seixlev's
Aerodrome we are going to do some ridge sonril\g.
The site is at Ballinakill, Co. l.eix, where there is a
good west.facing ridge and a road laid on right
across the top. It is, however, HO miles south-west
of Dublin so only an occasional visit will be possible
because of the expense.
'Ve got the use of Baldollnel Aerodrome fur a
mOllth 'early in the year and hope to go back again
soon. \-Ye have ;L1so apl)lied for the use of the
Cmragh. -f his ITl2gnificent site of abOllt lli sq. mile.-

, One of the tirst impressions I formed was that I.he
soaring hirds preferred to be on the IV,iug when there
was a wind blowing, and tha.t a certain amount of
horizontal movement of the air, apClrt from the
question of accidental soaring cllrrents, is necessary
fUT soaring. It aprears further that in order to gaiil
altitude' in soaring, it is necess:uy for the bird to
describe spirals as indicated in figure I, gaining speed
while' banking' across the wind and gaining height

1h(
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.Jack Buckle)', J,-hs. AnSVl1 and .Voel An'v"
01

'.eixlip

lvil"

their' Olympia'

01/

orri""l

meet SOl/le /IIemhers

of the nublil1 Glidi"llg Cll/h.

while facing the wind. It is further necessary that
the head resistance and weight of the bird should ue
reduced to the lowest possible limit and that the
lifting efficiency of the wings should he raised to the
highest limit.
•
I believe that when our meclIanical ingenuity
ellables us to approximate more nearly to ~he bird
stTllcture, we shall be able to build 'an aeroplane
which will at first be able to fly and soar in a strong
wind with a very low.powered f'ngine, and will later
on be able to flv and soar in such a wind with no
engine power at all.'

195 3

would be ideal for winch-launching. It wuuld give
Silver 'C:' dist<!Ilce to Dublin and in the ri~ht
clirection for prevailing winds.
The hig event this summer was the arri val of all
, Olympia' owned by Jack nucldey and )l.oe) Anson
of London G.c. They relied mainly Oil aeru·toll· but
found the weather unsuitable for thenmds. Bucklev,
landing at Baldonnel, got a warm welcome hom tl;c
o.e. Col. Qnilln, who was a. prominent member (If
the pre·war Army Gliding Club.
Anson, after
shooting up Dnblin airport and landing in front of the
control lower, got a slightly different reception
there! During their visit they each got about i,OOO
odd feet over Kippure mountain. \Ve profited by
getting some badly needecl publicity as they created
quite a stir.
\\'e are putting up a ~iSsell hnt due t.o overcrowding of the hangars with powered craft, building
a trailer, fitting uut another tall- car, painting and
patching. Noslri complainer laboris !
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WANTED.

ROYAL AERO CLUB CERTIFICATES
(lIsued unde, delecalion b. the a.G.A.)

• TUTOR' • CADE'f' or similar_
Single-seat

Glider

in

first.-

class condition. Reply to A. H. M.
Pocock,

Box

2041,

Kampala,

. a'

l.iganda, by Airnlail preferably.

No.

Scottish G.t:.
Bristol G.C.
);0.2 G.8.
1"0.2. GoS.
Bri"tol G.c.
Bristol G.C.
No. I G.S.
1'10. I. C.H.
;:';0. 102 G.S.
Bristol G.c.
"""ttish G.l'.
Covl'ulry C.L.
No. 166 G.S.
No.16d G.S.
No. 166 G.S.
No. 166 G.H.

IU9'J9

12291

11 1278~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ 113516
,'1'3533
14436
14437
150.16
15134
15713
16390
16629
16630

BAROGRAPHS

!lOW

available :~~~l
16633

1i,lIOO ft.

plastic

A robust instru ment in

c<lse

IW

\\'eight ;. lb.
hlrther

x

CW.

X

;)H

R.A.F., Haltoll
).:0. )125 C,S.
No. 166 G.:-;.
No. -is noS.
No. 122 G.S.
No. 82 G.H.
:-10. 166 G.H.
No .. 89 G."'.
No. -12 G.S.
);0. 126 G.S.
l;ristol Q.t:.
No. 89 G.S.

16637
16638·
16639

:~~~~

the :~~~~

from

manufacturers ; - J. & A.

J. Fyfe,

Ltd., The :\<1 uirs, I<:inross; or from

n,

G.c.
Bristol G.\;.

16642
16643
16645
16646

Price £20.

particulars

~lidlatld

Mark 111, l~~~~

for immediate delivery.

Campbell, HIM Glider Doctor,

LOlldon, \\'.r .1.

Wings

16649

R.A.U" Haltoll
RA.F., Haltoll

:~m

No.
No.
No.
No.

16653
16657
16658
16659
16660
16661
16662
16663
16664
16665
16666
16667
16668
16669
16670
16671
16672
16673
16674
16675
Hl676

Xo. 82 G.S.

BristolO.L
Bristol C.L
London G.t:.

1"0. 125 G.S.
No. 161 C.S.
No. 125 G.S.
Midland G.c.
No. 89 G's.

);0.2 G.S.
No. 166 G.S.
Handky Pagt:: C,t:.
):0. 168 G .S.

Scottish G. r.
No. 23 G.S.

16678
16679
16680
16681

~o.

~o.

"'

for

PauHne'

avai'lable for

h're

from

I

Is

16687
16688
16689
16690
16691
16693
166!)4
16695

~o.

Price £1. I. O.

for details.

125 G.S.

Bristol G.e.
No. 48 G.S.
Scottish G.l~,
S<ottish G.l'.
Bristol G .C.
No. 122 G.S.
No. 122 G.S.
Dcrbv & Lancs. G.t:.
);0. i66 G.S.
No. 1001 G.S.
No. 104 G.S.
No. 104 G.S.

Sail- :~~~

16698

plane'.

122 G.S.

No. 16li G.S.
No. 89 G.S.
No. 168 G.S.

Pauline' :~~~
film' Wings

1166 G.ti.

Dc('sidc G.c.:.
No. 1250.S.
No. 166 G.S.

1668~

16 mm. sound cop-v of the

t~.S.

No. 166 G.S.
No. 166 G.S.
);0. 018 G.S.
Bristol G.t:.

16683
16684

A

42 G.S.
2. G.S.
92 G.S.
166 G.S.

So. I ~5

IMn

for

ClERt'lfIClATES
A.T.C. School or (;//tlIIII; Club.
:-;'cottish G, IT.

8869
9841

Hil; Barographs are

AUGUST. U8J

209 110829·1$837)
211
45
Silver I 0 I
4
Gol'd-' Cl'
f
Goal Oiamond t

QERTlfIClATES' A'
• B'
• Cl'

Write :~~~g
16701
16702
16703

R.A.F., ~lUlcbllrg
Bristol G.e.

No. 122 G.S.
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J)"h·!aklJJ1.

27. 8.53
1(1. 8 ..5 3
9. 8.53
23. 7.53
28. 6.53
22. 7.53
31. 7.53
201. 5.53

a.

5.5:~

5.
30.
25.
4.
3.

7.53
7.53

7.53
7.53
8.53

30. 7..';3

2. 8.53
I. 8.53
3.53
7.S:J
7.53
7.53
3.53
4.53
4.5:1
7..53
5.53
6.5:;
5.53
19. 7.53
28. 7.53

22.
28.
28.
5.
15.
12.
15.
5.
24.
7.
HI.

13, 6.'>3

18. 7.53
-18. 7.!i3
19, 7.5~~
2. 7.53
7. 6.!i:1
11. 8.':;
2. 8.53
I. 8.!i3
1. 8.!i3
31. 7.53
I. 8.5:1
2. S.5:1
28. 7.5:1
29. 7.53
10. 7.!i3
28. 7.53
5. 7.5.1
2. 8.!i3
29. 7.,3
13. 8.'3
:1. 7.53
I. 8.53
2. 8.53
25. 7.,5:l
12. 6.53
2. 8.53
3. s.!ia
16.10,49
2. 8.53
:10. 7.5a
23. 8.53
I. 8.5:1
15. 7.!i3
3. 8.5:1
2. 853
21. 7.53
31. 7.53

3. 8.5:1
3.
29-.
24.
8.

5.
~.

7.

6.
7.
7.
8.
8.

8.!i3
7.5:;
5.53
8.53
8.5:1
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
6.5:1
8.53
8.,3

OCTOBER

SOARING
Your Gmtlem
Have you earned a gliding or
soaring certificate? Then you
have something which very few
people in the country, and even
in the world, possess.

The A

The {.

Silver C

GLIDING
UADGE

SOARING
BADGE

and GoldenC

SOARING BADGES
The A B, C, Silver C and Golden C
badge' you received is different
from the usual emblem you see
people wearing. In most cases
the buttons in people's lapels
signify that their subscri~tions are
paid up. In your case It means
more than payment of dues. It
means you've done something. It
means. that, without a motor, you
are striving to outdo the flight of
birds. Wear your badge-and wear
it proudly!
J

9 .r; .J

• B'
So.

16704
16705
16706
16707
16708
16709
16710
16711
16712
16713
16714
16715
16716
16717
16718
16719
I 672tl
16721
16722
16723
16724
16726
16727
16728
16729
16730
16731
167:12
16733
16734
16735
16736
16737
16738
16739
16740
16nl
16742
16743
16744
16745
I 6741i
16747
16748
16749
I675U
16751
16752
16753
16754
16755
16756
)(;]57
16758
16759
16760
1676\
16762
16763
16764
16765
16766
16767
16768
I 0>769
16770
16771
16772
16773
16774
16775
16i76
16,77
16718
16779
16780
016781
16782
J67P3
16784
16785
167;6
16787
167~8

1678.
16790
167r'2
,1'1793
16794
16795
16796
16797
16798

CEIlTIFlCATE~o"!",,
. ..

..1.

U. A. Flllch

"". D. Hargr~nvl's
R. H. Taylor ..
\\', B. Harlllal1
J. T. Beer
B;trbara C1cccc
.-\.Dnwsoll
D. ~. Edwnrds
I,. J. Silli.
H. Till1l'51c)'

J.

..

J. Fitzgcrnkl
G. C. Gilroy
B. H. ~im .
R. Dare
D. C1aridge

(j.

A. A. R. HendcT:-'.illl

J. C. 'ellylor
R. R ..\. Craig
K. G. E\"ans

J. le Pole
G. R. Madl1lJcs

Xo. 122 G.S.

O. Pick 'ring
}{. DL'Cslon
~Iartitl

t:. J. Game

R. :-;. Ricknrd
R. 8. Squircio

A. B. \\'eller
R. P. Golyer
H . .'\. Brigg~
J. Bransou
M. St. Vincent

C.

~.

Clumplls

C. R. \\'altoll

T. A. Smith
t;. J. Roach

J.

="0.
Xo.
="0.
No.

Calm:

J.

.,
.,

~. D\lrges.~

.t:;. G. "'. jOhllSlol1C
J. Har1l1an
B. Pcrrill
R. I... Thoma:-,
G.Wl'"
H. B. Hall
A. \1'. C1orh'
A. G. Gilbert .,
::\1.

H. Cranthier ..
R. U. Kunc

J. Howon!
l,. Kelly
R J. S. Rowe
J.A.8.1vin ..
H. C. Thompsoll
D. \I'oller .
J. D. Beckelt
~1. C. Brll('e
H. C. U;:l\·ie ...
~1.

~1.

n . .I.

\I'cbb

1',
1'.
K.
A.

E. I•. Cloyd
Normnn
Kuight
H Rohill5(.)I\

D.

J.

S·lUle

M. J. Bywaler
C. \1'. Hill
t.:.. E. P. J::ll:k"l()tl
B. Rulht.'r!orrl

A. A. Keeler
F. [,'laukiin
.-\. A. Slowcll
I•. G.

~oopcr

R. H. Suulh
H.. E. \'SIl::0011
M. O. Caplan ..
C. P. CowP<'r
It. F. D. Sibbril1;.(
A. & Stocks .,
0, Drcw8ler ..
;S. \'. Dolman

Glidi"g ClII/>.

No. 23 G.S.
Xo. 141 G.S.
~o. 102 G.S.
~o. 104 G.S.
~o. HH G.S.
No. 125 O.S.
="0. 122 G.S.
~o. 1660$.
Xo. HI G.S.
="0.31 G.S.
Xo. 2 G.S.
="0. IG8 G.S.
Xo. 130 G.!i.
:-."0.2G.S.
Xo. 48 G$.
::\0.2 G.S.
:-."0. 104 G.S.
::\{). 168 G.8.

:\lalll1

l:\cnll
S. &ott
~. G. ohlUllllin
K. Twisl
T. J. \I'hillillgd"1e
H. Pl.'rks
B. W"t
J. Applcby
K. Dee
..
B. B. Btlrdett

Q'

A"ro G.C...

D. A. Boxnll
C. "'. Pid;:anl

G.
D.
E.
A.
D.

School

G.e.

:-1'0. 122 G.S.
No. 122 G.S.
Surrey G.C.
:<1'0.82 G.S.

D. J. H.W""t
C.

'r.e.

.·\vro

104 \..S.
H G.S.

104 G.S.
42 G.S.
2 G.R.
Xo. 2 G$.
Xo. 48 G.S.
="0.186 G.';.
="0. 104 C.S.
No. 125 O,s.
No. 22 C.S.
:-."0. 22G$.
Xo. 22 G.S.
~o. 1660-S.
1'0.166 G.S.
&harfo1<tC'lldorf (;.C.
No. 143 G.s.
="0. 143 G.';.
="0. 143 G.S.
~o. 123 G.S.
No. 166 G.';.
No.I66G.S.
Bri.tol G.c.
N{).16GG$..
="0. 168 G.~.
Xo. 31 G.';.
:-io. 104 G.s.
No. 1060.8
:-."0. 143 G.S.
No. 104 C.S.
="0. 104 C.S.
No. 125 G.S.
:-.lo. 168 G.S.
="0. \69 G.S.
="0.166 G.S.
No.166G$.
="0.166 G.S.
No. 102 G.s.
Xo. 123 G.S.
No.1230.s.
No. 104 G.S.
No. IG6 GoS.
="0.31 G.S.
Bri.tol G.C.
No. 166 G.s.
="0. 104 G.S.
No 1'!3 G~.
1\0. 123 G.S.
NO. 123 G.S.
="0. l68 G.S.
Xo. 31 C.S.
~o. 125 C.s.
~o.

..

~o ...3

G.B.

"0. 126 G S.
H"roll G.C.

~o. 3\ G.8.
1..011(10ll G.l'.
143 G.S,
~o. 143 G.8.
Derbyshire &. !.IoUlt.:,;;, C.C.
Ko. 125 G.S.
80ulhduwJI f;.\,:.
UriJ;tol G.C.
No. 166 G$.
1'0.166 G.S.

~o.

N'o. 104 C.S.

No. 123 G.s.
Xo. 44 G.S.

nalr lakmr

7.
7.
R.
7.
2.
8.
2.
9.
9.
6.

7.53
8.53
8.53
7.53
8.53
8.5:1
8.53
8..S3
8.5:1
8.5:1
6. 8.5:1
2. 8.5:1
6.8.5.1
2. 8.5:1
9. 8.53
8. 8.53
Ill. 7 ..S3
25. 7.5:1
15. :1.53
10. 7.53
31. 7.53
2:1. i ..;3
14. tl.53
25. 7.53
22. 3.53
12. 8.5:1
19. 7.S:I
13. 8.;.1
2.1!..S3
17. 7.53
J7. 7..;:1
31. i.53
9. 8..'\3

14. 8.53
28. G.;3
9. 8.53
28. G.53
9. 8.53
11. 8.53
11. 8.53
17. 3.5:1
16. 8.53
16. 8.53
16.8.53
16. 8.5:1
15. 8.53
15. 8.53
IS. 8.53
15. 8.53

2. 8.53
18.
13.
21.
16.
IS.
5.
16.
4.

8.53
8.53
G.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53

16. S.5:!

15. 8.4:1
14. 8.53
I.S. 8.5.1
16. 8.5:1
,16. 8.53
16. 8.53
13. 8.53
I. 8.53
9. 8.53
16. 8.53
14. 8.53
13.8.53
16. 8.5~
15. 8.5~'
15. 8.53
2. 8.53
16. 8.53
2. 85:1
I fr. 8.5.1
24. 5.5:1
18 7.5~'
\6. 8.53
19. 8.53
1.'\. 8.5~
16. 8.53
:11. i.52
29. 7.53
2.8.53
'15. 8.53
11. 8.53
12. 8.53
13. 8.53
16. 8.53
:11. 5.53

CEIlTIFICATEI~co/flil"lC<l

, B'

lYame.

lYO.

16799
IflBOO
16801
16802
10803
16804
16805
1680f,
16807
16808
16800
16.~11l

16811
16812
16.~13

16815
16816
Ifilll7
lIiSl~
16,~19

16$20
16821
Ifi822
16823
1f,824
1(j82.~

I1i826
Ifi8'2~

IliS~!9

16830
16831
Ifi832
1683:1
16834
16835
Ifi836
1(;8.17

}{. F. Jc.avol1:"

E. A. Braw1cv

A. E. Flower·
K. R. C. LawWI1
..
"". E. YI!i1lc ..
A. T•. Drown
.-I.. Roberl.

P. n. Chri~tial1
W. Ho,
~. Bisliol'
P. D. J~rck-II

:0;0.89 a.s.
l"'<l. t66 G.S.
London (~.<,:.
Xo. 43 G.S.

E. ,,'. Smilh
U. A. :\1inlo
K. T. ()wen
J. C. Taylor
.-\. R. 1'0111111:111

:'\0. 1116 CoS.
::;cottish (~.I-.
:'\'t'wca~lk G.c.
~o. 1125 (~.S.
,'\\'ro G.<:'
Dnrlmolllh C"dd G.L.
:>;0. 122 G.S.
:'\0. 12~ G.S.

t. Kcrr
l. Paul.
,', G. Smith
R. T. Stalllforth
H. B. Ba1ll11r:-:l
)1. C. GCKlfJ\l;'\'
(~. E. I1afwrol

J. t',. Toogood
A.

~.

H.C.~.l.~.

G. Tuckcl-

:"0. IGfi (~.s.
H.c.a.I.S.

J. J. ~Iaddl.·ll
F. J. Leek

:\1.

Midland G.L'.
2nd 'f ..-\.F.e ..-\.

C. Kllow1C'~
.-\. !{. r:"T~\llci~
F. H. F. Hind:-;
K. fohll:;lcH!c
D. j. R. Butler
R. A, n~hbit1,gton
It. X. E. BroWll
1.'>. >i.G. Law
T. F. Rodt:1l
\\" (;. \\·..u dle
(~.

\r~sc..x (~.C.

I

6U(;5

6132
8640
x882
9165
9438

O. F, Pook

H. J. Prowse ,

..

DarlmcHllh Cw"lt::t
Xo. 311 G.S.
~o. 16S G.";.
:'\0.42 G.S.
Bristol G.C.
>io. 168 G.S.
:\loollrakers G.C,
No,"2 e..S.
C' CERTIFICATES
No. 1116 G.S.

T. A. Hf'u<1ry
E. J. Sjobcrg ..
T, A. F. Shcppanl

R ..\.F.. Guler~loh
SColti!'h (~.{'.
)tidlanu 1;.C.
\\·l.."'.;c:\ G.C.

D. F. Clarkc

);0. 5

R.N.(~.

SColli,h G.l'.
Midland G..C.
)lidlalld G.c.

Scottish G.l'.
No. 80 G.S.

C. \\'orlq'
p, .oro\\"1'

21

"L7. 7.53
7. S.53

~o.

80 C.S.

No. 80 G.~.
SO G.S.
No. 80 GoS.
No. 89 GoS.

No. 31 G.:-;.
l-Iam<:ln G.C
Hamc1n C.l:.
&.'oHi~h

G.c.

)Iidlnnd G.l'.
)Iidland G.c.
H<l.lldlcy Page (~.L
Dce~ide G ..-\..
&oltj~h G.F.
N:nttish .c.li.
,.
Dl:rhy &, Lallc~. G.<':'
R .•"\.F.,I...l111CburJo,:"
Surrey G.C.
:'\0.125 G.S.
..
&.'harfoldendorf 'G.c.
No. 126 G.S.
London G.t:.
..
De-rby & Canc...·s. C.c.
London O.C.

..

13.
21.
11.
30.
30.
26.
19.
3.
4.
4.

Suuthdowll G.t:. ..
Handley Page (;.L'.

I

8. 9.52
26. 7.53
29. 7.53
18.8.53
9. 8.53
2. 8.53
2. 8.53
30. 7.53
19. 7.53
12. 7.53
16. 8.53
5.8.53
26. 7.53

Londoll G.c.

);0.

H.. 8to\\
R Adal1l~

Vatt! taken
9. 8.53
10. 8.53
16. 8.53
7. 8.53
16. 8.53
15. 8.53
19. 7.53:
I. 853
21. 6.53
:I. 8.53
19. 8.53
19. 8.53
14. 8.53
19. 8.53
9. 8.53
25. 8.53
9. 8.53
~4. 7.53
9. 8.53
'ltl. 8.53
25. 8.53
6. 8.53
3. 8.53
17. 8.53'
I. 8.53
'l1l. 8.531
2. 8.53
24. 4.53
9. 8.53
26. 8.53
9. 8.53
3. 5.53
2. S.53
25. 8.53
16. 8.53
7. 8.53
19. S.53

No. 130 G.S.
No. ~() C.S.
Sch:trfoldt.'ndorf C.l:.
LondoJl G.C.

SII.VER
E.
A
F.
R.

e.c.

"0. ,122G.S.&G.S.
S ..-\...::-oc.

1l193-~
R. \L Xewstt'a<1
11473 1<.. (~, R. H;1l1am
130'27 D.S. Hill
13500 J ..-\. DOIIgl",
13504 J. W. :'\orth
13561 R. \\'. PcmbletolJ
14461 H. C. F. Derrick
14562 D. l,. COlltostA\'los
14819 B. Slubbs
..
152$8 J. 1 n:law·ChRplllall
15476 .r,M, F1C'mill~
15521 R. B. Godwin-Al1st<:n
15543 L. A, )lncpher50n
15945 K. R. Coomh~
16032 R. V. Snook ..
If>067 (, E. eonldinx
16086 n. C. Hodder
,16129 D. ~1. Bnrrill ..
'lfi31l1) C, C. Hl1d~n
16394 R, F.O 'KCIllJl
16398 B. Charl
165.,3 A. F. Han.:
165" )/. ti. Hail
16633 R.S. Glly
16671 E. Brucc
1667S E. L, 'Mantill
16680 A. H. Pan
166~O
-,. K. Croo'
166HI A. F, Hciuzl
16696 'M. D. Browll .
1670\ p, 1. Part ridgl'
16707 \r, n. H<lrlll~1lI
16739 H. Perk!">
16745 K. S. Rickarrl
16783 C, \1'. Hill
16786 A, A, Keclt."I' ..
16789 I,. G. Cooper
16812 K. T. OWCII .,
16828 C. C, KlIowll'~

431
432
433
434

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB

A. T.e. Sfhoo/ or &/idi/fg Club.
:0;0.141 G.S.
SCottish G.L
",0. 168G.:-\.
SCottish G. tJ.
i'\o. 186 GI'.
Bristol G.4.....
'No. 92 C.S.
No. 166 G.S.
:'\0.203 G.";.
No. 89 G.S.
Soulhdown (~.c.

15.
3.
29.

jr,:

R 53

7.53
S.53
8.53
7.S3
7.53
7.53
4.5;1
8.53
8.53
S.53
7.;3
8.53
7.5?'

~. ~:g~

2nu T.A.F.
C'
Oxford. G.C.
Derby & l,allc'S
Mi,lI:lUd G.C.
~hlfrcy G.4.:.

3. S.53
I. 8.53
26. 7.53
IS. M.53

GOLD' C'
14

(,j, Stt:ph~ll:SOII

..

J,uudoll

(~.c.

3. 8.53

London G.C.

3. 8.53

GOAL DIAMOND
:lOS

lj.

Steph{'IISOIl

OCTOLJEJ<

The Long Mynd, Church Stretton,
Shropshire. Telephone: Linley 206.
New members welcome.
Abinitio training by two-seaters.
Slope, thermal and wave soaring.
Resident engineer.
Dormitory.
Catering at week-ends.
Secretary: S. H. J ones,
82, Ravenhllrst Road.
Harbornc, Bi.rmingham, 17.

THE DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCASHIRE

GLIDING CLUB
Camphill, Great H Ilcklow,
Derbyshire.

2-seater ah initio instruction,
intermediate and high performance
flying,
Dormitory and Canteen facilities.
Apply to the Secretary for details
of Membership.

- - - - - - - --------_._THE LONDON GLIDING CLUB
LTD.
Dunstable DowDs, Beds.
Tel.:

Dllnstable 419.

Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee £5. 5s. Od.
Annual Sub. £6. 6s. Od.
(or 11/6 monthljl)

Non-Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee Nil
Annual SlIb. £2. 2s. Od.

Flying Instruction: Wednesdays,
;:g~ ThIH'sdays, Saturdays and Sundays.

~. S.~3
,. 8.,3
.5. 853
7. 6.53
2. 8.53
5. i.53
IS. 3.53
19. 7.53
21. S.53
I. $.52
21. 8.53
26. 4.53

(~.L'.

LIMITED

195.3

Twelve Gub aircraft, including
'Olympias'
and' Sky' Sailplanes.
.

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.
Ab-initio Training. Full Flying
Facilities for all Pilots.
New
Members Vielcome,
For full particulars apply to : Miss
Sue
Parke.
Norlands'
Middlecave Road, Malton.-Hon.
Secretary, Yorkshire Gliding Club.
I

8, LOWER BELGRAVE STREET
LONDON, S.W.I.
SLO I 7287

The books listed below are available for prompt delivery
direct from our offices. Why not make a gift of one of
these delightful books, or a subscription, to 'Sailplane'
to your friend today. Postage and packing 6d. each book.

'ON BE.NG A BIRD'
By Philip Wills
(HAX PARRISH)

I

MALOJA WIND'
By Felix Peltzer

10/6

(HAMMOND)
I

I

IS/"
U

SCOTTISH
GLIDING UNION
BISHOPHILL AND
BALADO AIRFIELD
Entrance Fee 1;1. h.

I

Subscription 1;3. 35.

GLIDING & ADVANCED SOARING'
By A. C. Douglas
, .._ ,..

Write to Hon. Secretary

(JOHN MURRAY)

D. HENDRY
THE SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
BALADO AIRFIELD

U

U

GL D1NG AND POWER FLY,ING'
By • String bag ,
(OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS)
I

6/-

WEATHER FORECASTING'
S.W.C. Pack
2S/(LONGHANS)

MILNATHORT
KINROSS-SHffiE

Subscription to (SAILPLANE'
IN LAND

25/6 PER YEAR

12/9 6 MONTHS

SPECIAL OFFER
A complete set of • SAILPLANE'S' for 1952 in the
EASIBINDER, leaving room to contain all this year's
issues,is offered at the specially reduced price of IS/-

and-BACK NUMBERS
We possess a small selection of back numbers dating
from 1934 onwards. If readers desirous of obtaining
copies will state their precise requirements we shall
endeavour to accommodate them.
Price: 2/- per cop,y, January, 1950 onwards; 2/6d. for all preceding issues.
To SAILPLANE AND GUOER,
8, LOWER BELGRAVE STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.

Please send to the address below the following :-

Soaring

*

One of the few magazines in
the world devoted exclusively
to motorless flight.

Send 10/- for three sample
copies and the booklet-

Soaring in America
Increase your knowledge of
soaring. You are invited to
send £1 for membership in the
Soaring Society of America,
which includes a year's
subscription to Soaring.

Name
Address
, Cheque/Postal Order for

C:::J

enclosed

SOARING SOCIETY OF AMERICA, INC.,
3778, Marion-Ave., Memphis, Tenn., U.S.A.

The aeroplane
The Princess. The heaviest
flying boat in the air with a
length of 150 and span of
220 ft. Its 14,500 gallon tanks
and ten Bristol Proteus
engines give it a still air
range of 5,000 miles.

The pilot
Geoffrey Tyson. Started to amass flying total of
6,200 hours by joining R.A.F. in 1925. After spell
with Short Bros. as Chief Test PiJot, moved to
Saunders.R.oe in 1946 where he now draws on
experience gained in over 200 different. types of air.
craft. Of the Shell and BP Aviation Service, he says
"[ ean't remember when the Shell and BP Aviation
Service wasn't there to lend a hand."

SHELL and BP Aviation Service
The Shell and BP Aviation Service must be one of the most democmtic institutions
in the world. For, where fuelling is conool'lled, it's' fair shares for all' from the
noblest Princess down to the smallest Auster. It would be difficult, too, to
find a better example of fa.ir distl'ibution. Touch down at, any of Britain's majol'
airfields and you'll see the familiar refuelling vehicle ready to go into action.
SHELL·:MEX AND RP. LTD., Shell·Mex House, Strand, London. W.C.2.
Distributors in the United Kingdom for the Shell and Anglo.Iranian Oil Groups.

